


Front page of NYT twice
BREAKTHROUGH IN PROBLEM SOLVING
https://www.nytimes.com/1984/11/19/us/breakthrough-in-problem-solving.html
+ Karmakar (28 years old, recent UCB PhD) features twice in NYT in ’84.
+ This was a poly-time interior point method. We’ll study this.
+ “It has also set off a deluge of inquiries from brokerage houses, oil companies and airlines, industries with millions of dollars at stake in 
problems known as linear programming.”
+ ‘’This is a path-breaking result,'' said Dr. Ronald L. Graham, director of mathematical sciences for Bell Labs in Murray Hill, N.J. ''Science 
has its moments of great progress, and this may well be one of them.''
+ K talks with American Airlines: How much fuel to carry? Where to fuel?
+ Exon’s research head says “studies underway”.
+ Dantzig is cautious; he was partial to the simplex method. 

A Soviet Discovery Rocks World of Mathematics
https://www.nytimes.com/1979/11/07/archives/a-soviet-discovery-rocks-world-of-mathematics-russians-surprise.html
+ Khachiyan (late 20s?) features twice in NYT in ’79.
+ “applicable in weather prediction, complicated industrial processes, petroleum refining, the scheduling of workers at large factories, 
secret codes and many other things.”
+ This was the ellipsoid algorithm; also poly time. We’ll study this.



Karan: Today, such press seems parallel to the coverage ML/deep learning gets.

George Dantzig’s Story
+ From WWI/WWII era (distributed) logistics, productions problems. Questions around: what to do/when to do to arrive at some state/
achieve some objective. Semantics: programming ~ planning.
+ Dantzig (USAF) 1947 formulates/recognizes the general linear programming problem as a possible compromise between solvable and 
interesting problem classes. Also, proposes the simplex algorithm.
+ His claim (in his text): previous work did not have an objective function, i.e. only posed feasibility problems. An example is Motzkin’s 
1936 thesis which cites 42 pages, none considering an objective.
+ Some LP special cases (Koopmans, Leontif, Kantorvich) would win Nobel in Econ.
+ Meets von Neumann to discuss. Von Neumann is annoyed, “get to the point!”. On seeing the problem, delivers an impromptu 1.5 hour 
lecture to Dantzig and describes both LP duality (including Farkas’s Lemma) and an early interior point method. What triggered this?

Von Neumann’s Story
+ See https://wwnorton.com/books/the-man-from-the-future. A prodigy, and reputed as a deep mathematician who interfaces with applied 
problems/worldly affairs, e.g., consults on Manhattan project.
+ Early contributions include a resolution to fundamental inconsistencies in mathematics (Russel’s paradox: S is the set of all sets which 
are not members of themselves. Is S in S? Others resolved it simultaneously by better means.), and rigorous unification of wave equation 
and matrix mechanics in QM (earlier heuristic argument by Dirac using delta functions).
+ In 1944, a book with an Economist Morgenstern on The Theory of Games and Economic Behavior.
+ Minimax duality in 2-person zero-sum games is same as LP duality. Today, called von Neumann duality. But, it is von Neumann’s?

Truer Origins of Duality
+ Monge proposes a question about the transportation problem in 1700’s, used to model moving ores from mines to factories at minimum 
cost.
+ Kantorvich (1939) solves it, constructs the dual. Transportation is as general as LP. Kantorvich largely ignored in Russia. We will study 
this too.
+ Today, applications in PDEs, convex geometry, dynamical systems, probability. Cedric Villani (later member of French Parliament) wins a 
Fields Medal; see his book here https://cedricvillani.org/sites/dev/files/old_images/2012/08/preprint-1.pdf. 
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History— 

p 209 in Schrijver 
Dantzig’s article

Basics of Convexity— chapters 2 & 3 in Boyd
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Standardization— section 1.1 in Nemirovski
(Beyond this course) optimal transport— chapter 1 in Thorpe
(Beyond this course) extension complexity— Gerard’s survey
Feasibility-optimization reduction— 4.2.5 in Boyd
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Fourier-Motzkin Elimination— 

I like 3.1 and 3.2 in Gerard’s book; includes proof of Farkas’ Lemma
Also section 6.7 in Matousek
Alternative: Section 2.8 in Bertsimas

BFS-Vertex-Extreme Equivalence— 
Section 2.2 and 2.3 in Bertsimas
Chapter 4 in Matousek
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Optimality of BFSs— 

Section 4.2 in Matousek
Minkowski Weyl Theorems— 

Section 3.5 in Gerard’s book
Section 3.5 in Fukuda

Results on LPs in general form
Section 2.2 and 2.3 in Bertsimas
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Computing duals

Mechanically— Section 6.2 in Matousek; also see this
Via minimax inequality— Sections 5.2.1 and 5.4 in Boyd

Proofs of Strong Duality— 
Lecture 5 from Amir Ali’s course notes are the tidiest; also discusses robust LPs
Section 3.3 in Gerard’s book provides a direct proof via FM

(Beyond this course) More on robust programs by Nemirovski 
Zero sum games— Section 5.2.5 in Boyd
Hardness of Bilevel LPs— this paper
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Finding an initial BFS— page 70 in Matousek
Simplex algorithm

Sections 3.1 and 3.5 in Bertsimas
Section 11.1 in Schrijver; also proves termination of Bland’s rule

(Beyond this course) Survey on Hirsch Conjecture
(Beyond this course) Smoothed analysis— Daniel Dadush’s talk
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Center-of-mass Algorithm

Section 2.1 in Bubeck 
Sections 3.4 and 1.7 in Lee-Vempala

Proofs of the Brunn-Minknowski and Grunbaum’s inequality 
Chapter 2 in Vempala; also proves Grunbaum
Lecture 13 in Kelner; also proves Grunbaum
Section 9.1 in Tkocz
Lecture 5 in Ball— a good intro to convex geometry; proves Prekopa-Leindler, a generalization of BM

(Beyond this course) Computing ~COM in poly time Bertsimas-Vempala
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Ellipsoid algorithm

Section 2.2 in Bubeck 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 in Lee-Vempala

(Beyond this course) Applying ellipsoid to large LPs— Chapter 3+ in GLS
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The best reference for regret minimization & applications to LPs/minimax duality is Elad’s book— specifically chapters 1 & 8.
See this survey from Sanjeev, Elad and Satyen for applications of the multiplicative weights algorithm.
See this fantastic paper by Yoav Freund and Robert Schapire, who pioneered the Godel prize-winning boosting approach to machine 
learning using the regret-minimax link.
This NYTimes article quoting Rakesh Vohra chronicling the (independent) rediscovery of multiplicative weights in many academic 
fields; I think of this as convergent evolution. In 1957, for example, a statistician named James Hanna called his theorem Bayesian 
Regret. He had been preceded by David Blackwell, also a statistician, who called his theorem Controlled Random Walks. Other, later 
papers had titles like "On Pseudo Games," "How to Play an Unknown Game," "Universal Coding" and "Universal Portfolios," Dr. Vohra 
said, adding, "It's not obvious how you do a literature search for this result.”












